Plasticity and fracture in drying colloidal films
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Cracks in drying colloidal dispersions are typically modelled by elastic fracture mechanics, which assumes that all strains are linear, elastic, and reversible. We tested this assumption in films of a hard latex, by intermittently blocking evaporation over a drying film, thereby relieving the film stress. Here we show that although the deformation around a crack tip has some features of brittle fracture, only 20-30% of the crack opening is relieved when it is unloaded. Atomic force micrographs of crack tips also show evidence of plastic deformation, such as defect formation, micro-cracks, and particle rearrangement. Finally, we present a simple scaling argument showing that the yield stress of a drying colloidal film is generally comparable to its maximum capillary pressure, and thus that the plastic strain around a crack will normally be significant. This also suggests that a film’s fracture toughness may be increased by decreasing the inter-particle adhesion.

PACS numbers: 46.50.+a,62.20.fq,82.70.Dd

Colloidal dispersions, such as those found in many paints or coatings, often crack as they dry. A wide range of crack patterns are observed, such as regular parallel cracks [1, 2], wavy cracks [3], star cracks [4], spiral cracks [5, 6], and interface cracks [7]. Typically, interpretation of these patterns is made by the well-established framework of elastic fracture mechanics (eg. [8, 9]). Several studies have attempted to invert the observed deformation fields around cracks to measure material properties such as toughness or elastic modulus, by reference to solutions of elastic theories, either in a linear [4, 7] or nonlinear [10] formulation. However, although one has recently succeeded in directly measuring the interfacial toughness of a film on a compliant substrate [7], we still lack any detailed measure of the fracture properties, or inherent toughness, of colloidal films.

Elastic fracture mechanics assumes reversibility, and predicts that a crack will completely close if it is returned to its unloaded state. Cracks in colloidal films, however, remain open after drying is complete, when the capillary forces that originally led to the fracture are absent [14]. Other features, such as a drying-rate dependence on the terminal speed of cracks in drying pastes, also appear to require a plastic response [15]. Despite this, there has been no rigorous investigation of the reversibility assumption that underlies much of our interpretation of cracks in drying colloidal films. Here we demonstrate, experimentally, the relative importance of elastic and plastic deformations during the cracking of a hard latex. The film behaves in some ways as a brittle material. However, plastic effects account for the majority of the deformation and energy release during fracture, similarly to the case of ‘brittle’ polymer materials such as poly(methylmethacrylate) [16]. We show how plasticity may be related to changes in the film’s microstructure, and give a simple scaling argument implying its ubiquity.

The geometry of a directionally drying film is shown in Fig. 1, with drying fronts parallel to the y-axis, advancing along the x-axis. The film’s upper surface is exposed to air, and evaporating at a rate $E$. Darcy’s
law, $\nabla p = -(\mu/\kappa)v$, describes how the resulting gradient of the capillary (or pervadic [17]) pressure drives flow of a fluid of viscosity $\mu$ at a superficial velocity $v$ in a film of permeability $\kappa$. Averaging over the height $h$ of the film, and considering flow only along the z-direction, mass conservation requires that $\partial \rho_{\text{d}}/\partial x = -E/h$. Taking a derivative of Darcy’s law then gives

$$\frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial x^2} = \frac{\mu E}{\kappa h}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

which is frequently used to model pressure variations in drying films [11, 13, 18, 19], and where the terms on the right hand side are usually taken to be constant across the saturated film (regions 3 and 4 in Fig. 1). Eqn. 1 predicts a spatially varying capillary pressure, whose magnitude at any particular point is proportional to the evaporation rate $E$ [11, 13, 18, 19].

Prior to cracking, the film is free to contract vertically in response to stress, but symmetry dictates that there is no displacement in the y-direction. With a no-slip boundary condition along the substrate and a traction-free upper film surface the equations of linear poro-elasticity and stress equilibrium [17, 20, 21] can be solved. When $dp/dx \ll p/h$, the pre-crack total stress is an in-plane tensile stress proportional to the local pressure,

$$\sigma_{xx} = \sigma_{yy} = -\rho \frac{1 - 2\nu}{1 - \nu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\nu$ is Poisson’s ratio for the film.

A crack tip concentrates stress in its vicinity. The near-tip variations in the total stress are characterised [8] by a stress intensity factor $K$. The critical stress intensity factor, or fracture toughness, $K_C$ represents a material’s resistance to fracture: a crack will advance only if $K \geq K_C$, and a crack advancing quasi-statically will balance $K = K_C$. In a drying colloidal film crack tips advance rapidly to the line where the local stress is just sufficient to open them, and then follow this line as the drying fronts advance. Under these conditions, for a through-thickness mode-I crack in a thin sheet, the opening displacement

$$\delta = \frac{8K_C}{E} \sqrt{r/2\pi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $E$ is the Young’s modulus of the film, and $r$ is the distance along the crack from its tip [8, 9]. Although Eqn. 3 assumes the material is linear elastic, it also holds when irreversible deformation is confined to a small zone around the crack, for distances, $r$, larger than the size of this zone [8]. Furthermore, for a channelled crack on a rigid substrate $\delta$ is expected to saturate when $r \geq h$ [7, 22, 23]. Thus, for the scaling of Eqn. 3 to be observed, one must look at lengths larger than the plastic zone, but smaller than the film thickness.

The crack opening $\delta$ was measured in drying colloidal films, by incident light microscopy with digital imaging. The films, typically a few tens of $\mu$m thick when dried, were spread onto the central region of 5 cm$^2$ glass slides, and placed on the microscope stage. They dried naturally until a series of directional drying fronts formed, as in Fig. 1, including a fracture front with regularly spaced cracks. An individual crack was then selected, centred in the field of view, observed until it was seen to be intermittently advancing, and imaged. Images were thresholded to determine crack profiles, with the threshold value calibrated against manual measurements. Dry film thicknesses were measured by a scanning profilometer (Bruker DektakXT), and are accurate to 10%. Dispensions of charge-stabilised colloidal polystyrene latex (described elsewhere [13, 24]) were used, with particle radii $a$ of 49, 58, 72, and 99 nm (Brookhaven ZetaPALS, dynamic light-scattering, 5% accuracy), poly-dispersities up to 15%, and solid volume fraction of 10±1%.

As shown in Fig. 2, the opening displacements near crack tips agree with the parabolic shape predicted by Eqn. 3. This agreement extends further in thicker films. The drying colloidal films thus have a well-defined fracture toughness. We calculated the ratio $K_C/E$ from Eqn. 3, and a least-squares fit of a parabolic profile to $\delta(r)$. This material property has no strong particle size dependence (inset Fig. 2).

In order to evaluate the relative contribution of elastic and plastic effects to cracking, we investigated the reversibility of crack opening. After a crack tip had been imaged, a glass slide was slid into place 1 mm above, but not touching, the film, to block evaporation, and re-
lieve the in-plane stress described by Eqns. 1 and 2. For covered films, evaporation rates of order \(10^{-9}\) m/s are reported [25], an order of magnitude lower than over uncovered films [26]. A crack could be left covered for 15 minutes without noticeable growth, whereas for uncovered films a crack tip typically grew out of the microscope field of view within a minute.

When covered, the crack opening decreased, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(a). This closure occurred within the 5-10 s required to refocus on the crack tip, with no further opening or closing seen over 15 additional minutes. Observations were repeated several times on different films with particle radii 58, 72, and 99 nm. There was considerable variation between individual cracks, but no difference in reversibility between the different particle sizes. Cracks in films of each particle size were consistent with a 26±6% (mean ± standard deviation) decrease in \(\delta\) on covering. To confirm that this change was reversible, a crack was covered and uncovered multiple times. This crack repeatedly opened and closed, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The average closure, after the first cycle, was 20%.

In further experiments, film stresses were reduced by adding water to the still-fluid central region of a drying film until it flooded over part of the saturated solid film, as in Fig. 3(c). This blocks evaporation over the water-covered section, but nothing is introduced that could change the image quality of the crack elsewhere. Here, \(\delta\) was measured along the crack just prior to, and a few seconds after, flooding. The effects of flooding were statistically similar to covering; a 26±5% decrease in \(\delta\) was observed. This degree of closure was observed both near crack tips themselves, and hundreds of microns (many film thicknesses) away. Combining all results, we find that 70-80% of the crack opening is irreversible, and additional to the elastic response of the film to capillary pressure.

Irreversible, or plastic deformation is frequently the result of changes to a material’s microstructure [8]. To study this, drying colloidal films were imaged by atomic force microscopy (Veeco Dimension III, with RTESP tapping-mode cantilever). As the cracks advance episodically, rather than continuously [27], crack tips could remain stationary long enough to image their surroundings. Features such as microcracks (Fig. 4(a,b)), and bridging (Fig. 4(c)) were seen. These are classic crack-tip shielding features, known to enhance the toughness of materials such as ceramics and metals [8]. Finally, the region adjacent to a crack was observed, periodically, as the crack tip advanced. As demonstrated in Fig. 4(d,e), there were occasionally rearrangements of the particle network as drying proceeded. During these events particles changed neighbours, introducing irreversible strain. This mechanism was active away from the crack tip, but only in regions near crack faces. Control regions equidistant between two cracks showed no rearrangement during drying. This, and the near-tip crack opening data of Fig. 2, suggest that irreversible deformation is essentially confined to a plastic zone a few microns wide, in the vicinity of the crack.

For a linear elastic material, the critical mechanical energy release rate, \(G_C\), of fracture is equal to the thermodynamically reversible work \(W\) used to create the new crack surfaces. The addition of plastic losses modifies the energy balance, such that

\[
G_C = W + U_p,
\]

where \(U_p\) is the irreversible energy consumed per unit area of new crack interface [8]. This balance can also be expressed in terms of stress intensity factors. The correspondence between these views allows us to define both the actual fracture toughness \(K_C = \sqrt{G_C/E}\) as well as a fracture toughness pertaining to the reversible case, \(K_{rev} = \sqrt{W/E}\). Thus,

\[
\frac{K_C^2}{K_{rev}^2} = 1 + \frac{U_p}{W}.
\]

The reversible opening of a crack tip in a linear elastic solid should, in principle, follow

\[
\delta_{rev} = K_{rev} \frac{8}{E} \sqrt{\frac{r}{2\pi}}
\]

while the actual opening was shown, in Fig. 2, to follow the parabolic shape of Eqn. 3. The ratio of the total crack opening \(\delta\) to the reversible crack opening \(\delta_{rev}\) is...
\[ \frac{\delta}{\delta_{rev}} = \sqrt{1 + \frac{U_p}{W}}. \]  

We observed that only 20-30% of the crack opening in our films was reversible, implying \( U_p \gtrsim 10W \). In other words, for a colloidal film of hard latex spheres the plastic work of fracture is significant.

The yielding behaviour of aggregated colloidal dispersions is well-studied (eg. [28-32]). For an aggregated particle network, the yield stress \( \sigma_Y \) is predicted to be

\[ \sigma_Y = \frac{\phi MF_{\max}}{4\pi a^2}, \]  

where \( \phi \) is the solid volume fraction and \( M \) the coordination number of the network, \( a \) the radius of the particles, and \( F_{\max} \) is the maximum inter-particle force that can be sustained at any contact [28]. If this force is dominated by van der Waals adhesion between spherical particles, then for small separation \( s \),

\[ F_{\max} = \frac{Aa}{12s^2} = 2\pi a \gamma_p \]  

where \( A \) is the Hamaker constant and \( \gamma_p \) the surface energy (half the work of adhesion) of the particle material [33]. For surfaces in intimate contact, \( s \) is taken to be an atomic length scale [28]. This model has been successfully tested in a broad range of situations, including variations in particle size [31], volume fraction [28], chemical environment [29, 30] and consolidation pressure [31].

To predict the scaling of the plastic contribution to fracture, we compare the yield stress to the maximum capillary pressure, \( \sigma_0 \sim \gamma/a \), generated by a fluid of surface tension \( \gamma \) in a film containing particles of radius \( a \):

\[ \frac{\sigma_0}{\sigma_Y} \sim \frac{\gamma}{\phi M \gamma_p}. \]  

If \( \sigma_0/\sigma_Y \ll 1 \), then plastic effects will be confined to a vanishingly small region around a crack tip, where stresses are concentrated enough to cause yielding. The energy \( U_p \) consumed in this region will be small, and the crack will behave close to the brittle ideal. In the opposite limit, \( \sigma_0/\sigma_Y \gg 1 \), plastic yielding will no longer be confined to a small region around the crack tip, \( U_p \) will be large, and the film will be tough. Polystyrene has a surface energy in air of 0.045 J/m\(^2\) [34], but as its Hamaker constant is 6 times less in water [33] we take \( \gamma_p = 0.008 \) J/m\(^2\). Using \( \gamma = 0.07 \) J/m\(^2\) for water, and close-packed values of \( \phi = 0.74 \), \( M = 12 \), for example, we estimate \( \sigma_0/\sigma_Y \approx 1 \) (or 2 for random-close packings of \( \phi = 0.64 \) and \( M = 6 \)). Thus, the yield stress is comparable here to the applied stresses, for all particle sizes, arrangements, and drying conditions. Since this ratio is of order one it also suggests a simple way to control film fracture, by decreasing particle adhesion: here a small change to \( \sigma_0/\sigma_Y \) should significantly change the plastic dissipation, increasing \( G_C \). Indeed, a brittle-to-plastic transition of this nature has been observed in colloidal alumina [30], when particle adhesion was varied by changing the surface chemistry. A similar transition would be predicted if the dispersant was replaced with one whose index of refraction more closely matched that of the particles, lowering \( A \).

Finally, we consider the critical energy release rate, \( G_C \), of our films. While it remains a challenge to measure the elastic modulus of a colloidal film, during drying, a model has been developed [35, 36] for dry powder com-

\[ FIG. 4: \text{Topographic atomic force micrographs of drying latex (}a = 99 \text{ nm). (a) A crack shows damage and microcracks ahead of the crack tip. Furthermore, the height profile across the overlain line segment (inset) shows a step in height of one stacking plane (} \lambda = 2a\sqrt{3}/3 \text{), suggesting irreversible mode-III deformation. (b) Another crack shows a damage zone that develops into a bridge when (c) the crack advances. The particles (d) immediately adjacent to a crack face (the black region partly seen at the bottom of the image) rearrange when (e) the crack advances. Here the dashed boxes highlight two particular areas where a large particle submerges, and where many particles rearrange.} \]
where $E_0$ is the Young’s modulus of the particle material, 3 GPa for polystyrene [37]. For $a = 72$ nm, this predicts that $E$ is in the range 130-230 MPa, for packing fractions $\phi$ between 0.64 and 0.74. As $G_C = (K_C/E)^2E$, and we have measured $K_C/E = 0.11 \sqrt{\mu m}$, the estimated energy release rate $G_C$ is $2 \pm 1$ J/m$^2$, similar to that of silicon (3 J/m$^2$ [8]). For silicon, however, $G_C$ is nearly equal to $W / (2.4$ J/m$^2$ [8]), whereas here less than 10% of $G_C$ is reversible. Our estimated $G_C$ is consistent with the expectation [12] that the reversible component of $G_C$ is simply the surface energy, $W = 2\gamma = 0.14$ J/m$^2$, of the new air-water interfaces created during cracking. A constant $G_C$ would imply that $K_C/E \sim a^{1/6}$, a scaling that may be measurable with a larger range of particle sizes than used here.

We have shown how a well-defined fracture toughness, or fracture energy, can be measured through the deformation fields of drying colloidal films, as long as plasticity is accounted for, and care is taken to separate the reversible and irreversible strains. The relative importance of this plasticity should scale with the ratio of surface energies of the dispersant to the colloidal particles. Plastic yielding will therefore be a common feature of desiccation cracks in colloidal materials, which could be exploited to increase their fracture toughness.
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